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Introduction 

PCDD (polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins) and PCDF (polychlorinated dibenzofurans) are commonly 

known as dioxin which has been listed as persistent organic pollutants (POPs) and released unintentionally from 

anthropogenic sources.  PCDD/Fs can be formed during combustion processes and chlorine bleaching in the 

pulp and paper industry
1
.  In addition, pentachlorophenol (PCP) and its salts are used throughout the world as 

biocides in the preservation of timber and textiles.  Moreover, it has been shown that PCDD/Fs are impurities 

found in commercial PCP products
2
.  Therefore, the impurities found in soils are another source of PCDD/F 

contamination in addition to those resulting from combustion and industrial processes. Soil can be significantly 

contaminated with PCDD/Fs through airborne transport, and it is a potential route for human or animal exposure 

to PCDD/Fs
3
. Recently, several environmental studies have examined soils near stationary points with high 

dioxin emissions
4,5

. In this study, a national monitoring of dioxin-contaminated soil was carried out in Taiwan. 

Receptor models are statistical methods to analyze the relationship between receptor sites and emission sources. 

Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) is a multivariate receptor method and it was developed by Paatero and 

Tapper in 1994
6
. The PMF statistical results can be interpreted quantitatively and estimate the relative 

contribution of the various plausible sources. Applications of PMF receptor modeling have been widely 

employed in air pollution and sediment pollution studies
7, 8

. However, few studies have applied PMF to 

apportionment of PCDD/F contamination in soils at urban, industrial, farmland and background area in Taiwan. 

The objective of this study is to quantitatively determine the factors causing the PCDD/F contamination at 

different area in northern, central and southern Taiwan, moreover, estimate the relative contribution of various 

sources. 

Materials and method 

The comprehensive soil sample of PCDD/F analysis in this study is part of the first national survey of 

dioxin contamination in Taiwan from September 2011 to March 2013. Purposive sampling was used, and Taiwan 

was divided into four regions (northern, central, southern, and eastern areas) (Figure 1). Owing to the lack of 

existing data on dioxin contamination in Taiwanese soil, the inventory of dioxin emissions from stationary 

sources in Taiwan was initially used for the selection of potentially dioxin-contaminated areas and reference sites. 

Soil samples were obtained by grid sampling (one sample per five hectares) from the potentially 

dioxin-contaminated areas and reference sites in each region. Eighty-four samples were obtained following this 

sampling strategy. After sample collection, soil samples were freeze-dried and then ground to 100-200 

mesh-sized powder using an agate mortar and pestle. For PCDD/F analysis, the samples were then spiked using 

known amounts of internal quantification standards according to USEPA methods 1613.  Detailed information 

regarding the extracted and clean-up procedure of the PCDD/F samples is provided elsewhere
9, 10

.  Finally, the 

PCDD/F samples were analyzed using high-resolution gas chromatography (HRGC)/high-resolution mass 

spectrometer (HRMS) equipped with a fused silica capillary column (60 m x 0.25 mm x 0.25μm, J&W). In 

addition, the analysis tool was used to reconstruct plausible contamination source of PCDD/F fingerprint 

patterns and calculate fraction contribution of plausible sources with PMF that is a receptor model and a 

multivariate method. The PMF2
11

 was used in this study and refer “EPA PMF 3.0 Fundamentals and User 
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Guide”, which is provided by US EPA, to establish and analysis of the data set. 

Results and discussion 

Table 1 indicated that the PCDD/F concentrations measured in soil samples collected at difference regions 

in Taiwan. The PCDD/F concentrations (1.52-134 pg WHO-TEQ/g, n=84) in soils measured at difference area in 

Taiwan higher than other measurements in South Africa (0.34-20 pg WHO-TEQ/g)
12

, Italy (0.5-28.9 pg 

WHO-TEQ/g)
13

, but lower than other measurement in Japan (3.0-380 pg I-TEQ/g)
14

, Korea (0.2-3720 pg 

I-TEQ/g)
15

, southern Vietnam (4.6-184 pg I-TEQ/g)
16

; furthermore, the soil PCDD/F concentration were 

1.99-134 (n=28), 4.75-24.8 (n=7), 1.52-114 (n=46) pg WHO-TEQ/g measured in northern, central, southern 

Taiwan, respectively. Moreover, the soil PCDD/F concentration measured in southern Taiwan was significantly 

higher than northern and central Taiwan. Figure 2 shows the PCDD/F congener distribution at different area in 

Taiwan. The distribution of PCDD/F congener in soil samples at different area were quite similar, however, the 

OCDD (54%-65%) and OCDF (13%-14%) were the dominate congeners at all region in Taiwan.  

In this study, Coefficient of Determination (COD) is used to be the diagnostic tool to determine the factor 

numbers in the model. The factor numbers of PMF model were 4 estimated in northern, central, southern Taiwan. 

The factor numbers selected could adequately reproduce the data set. Figure 3 shows the distribution of PCDD/F 

congener for the plausible sources (factors) in various regions generated by PMF model. In northern Taiwan 

(Figure 3, A), the results indicated that the first factor was fly ash disposal (4%). The second factor was bottom 

ash disposal (33%). The third factor was atmospheric deposition from urban area (16%). The fourth factor was 

atmospheric deposition from background area (47%). Therefore, the result indicated that the major contributor of 

soil PCDD/F contamination was atmospheric deposition (63%) in northern Taiwan. In central Taiwan (Figure 3, 

B), the first factor was fly ash disposal (2%). The second factor was industrial area of atmospheric deposition 

(73%), and the factor higher than the third factor was background of atmospheric deposition (23%). The final 

factor was bottom ash disposal (2%). Therefore, the result indicated that the major contributor was atmospheric 

deposition (96%) in central Taiwanese soil. And the other hand, due to industrial area of atmospheric deposition 

contribution percentage was higher, then it was influence background of atmospheric deposition contribution 

percentage in central Taiwan. In southern Taiwan (Figure 3, C), the results indicated that the first factor was 

bottom ash bottom ash disposal (20%). The second factor was industrial area of atmospheric deposition (20%), 

and the contribution of the second factor lower than the third factor was background of atmospheric deposition 

(57%). The final factor was fly ash disposal (3%). Therefore, the result indicated that the major contributor was 

atmospheric deposition (77%) in southern Taiwanese soil. Figure 4 shows the source contribution to the soil 

samples in Taiwan for PCDD/F contamination via PMF analysis.  

Our results indicated that the major contributors of soil PCDD/F contamination in Taiwan were atmospheric 

deposition from industrial area (44%), atmospheric deposition from background (39%) and fly ash disposal 

(17%), respectively. In this study, we speculate the relative contribution of various emission sources in soil 

PCDD/F contamination at different area in Taiwan by applying PMF model. The results via PMF analysis also 

indicated that the local air emissions from industrial park are more important in central Taiwan compared to 

those in other areas. Therefore, our results can provide the important information to government to propose the 

PCDD/F contamination reduction in the future. 
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Figure 1. The sampling location of soil samples collected from northern, central, southern, and eastern Taiwan. 

 
 
 
 

A: Hualien city  

B: Dashu district  

C: Xincheng township  

D: Pitou township  

E: Shengang township  

F: Kuanhsi township  

G: Houli district  

H: Xiaogang district  

I: Guanyin township  

J: Bade City 
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Figure 2. The distribution of PCDD/F congeners in soil samples at different area in Taiwan. 
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Figure 3.Normalized congener patterns of the different area resolved source profiles (factors). (A) 

Northern Taiwan (B) Central Taiwan (C) Southern Taiwan. 

 
Figure 4. Source contribution to the soil samples in Taiwan for PCDD/F contamination via Positive Matrix 

Factorization. 
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